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Abstract

**Background:**
Algorithms for closed-loop insulin delivery can be designed and tuned empirically; however, a metabolic model that is predictive of clinical study results can potentially accelerate the process.

**Methods:**
Using data from a previously conducted closed-loop insulin delivery study, existing models of meal carbohydrate appearance, insulin pharmacokinetics, and the effect on glucose metabolism were identified for each of the 10 subjects studied. Insulin's effects to increase glucose uptake and decrease endogenous glucose production were described by the Bergman minimal model, and compartmental models were used to describe the pharmacokinetics of subcutaneous insulin absorption and glucose appearance following meals. The composite model, comprised of only five equations and eight parameters, was identified with and without intraday variance in insulin sensitivity ($S_I$), glucose effectiveness at zero insulin ($GEZI$), and endogenous glucose production ($EGP$) at zero insulin.

**Results:**
Substantial intraday variation in $S_I$, $GEZI$ and $EGP$ was observed in 7 of 10 subjects (root mean square error in model fit greater than 25 mg/dl with fixed parameters and nadir and/or peak glucose levels differing more than 25 mg/dl from model predictions). With intraday variation in these three parameters, plasma glucose and insulin were well fit by the model ($R^2 = 0.933 \pm 0.00971$ [mean ± standard error of the mean] ranging from 0.879–0.974 for glucose; $R^2 = 0.879 \pm 0.0151$, range 0.819–0.972 for insulin). Once subject parameters were identified, the original study could be reconstructed using only the initial glucose value and basal insulin rate at the time closed loop was initiated together with meal carbohydrate information (glucose, $R^2 = 0.900 \pm 0.015$; insulin delivery, $R^2 = 0.640 \pm 0.034$; and insulin concentration, $R^2 = 0.717 \pm 0.041$).

**Conclusion:**
Metabolic models used in developing and comparing closed-loop insulin delivery algorithms will need to explicitly describe intraday variation in metabolic parameters, but the model itself need not be comprised by a large number of compartments or differential equations.
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